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Cadenza
88-KEY, HAMMER-ACTION DIGITAL PIANO
RICH PIANO SOUND.
The Cadenza is an 88-key, graded hammer-action digital piano with the sound,
feel, and performance features you need to bring your musical ideas to life. Choose
between eight stereo sounds and perfect them with reverb, chorus, bass, and
treble controls. Split and combine sounds to further your creativity. Play along with
your favorite songs by connecting a CD or MP3 player or control virtually any MIDI
software on your Mac, PC, or iPad using the Cadenza’s USB MIDI output. And to
complete the ensemble, the Cadenza comes with a wood-grain stand, music rack,
and sustain pedal. When the spotlight shines on you, you’ll have all you need to
perform with the Cadenza.

FEATURES
>> 88 hammer-action keys for full piano range with graded, weighted feel

>> Auxiliary 1/4” (3.5mm) stereo input for playing along with an external music player

>> Adjustable touch sensitivity for customized performance

>> Headphone jack for silent practice with your favorite headphones

>> Choose from among eight stereo instruments with
the ability to split and combine sounds

>> Comes with sustain pedal for complete musical expression

>> Onboard two-track recorder for listening back to your unique creations

>> Metronome for practicing with a steady beat

>> Built-in speakers for rich, full sound that fills the room

>> Backlit, blue LCD screen gives you easy-to-read information in any lighting coniditions

>> USB computer connection for recording, performing, and
sequencing with virtually any Mac or PC music software

>> Dedicated Bass and Treble controls for optimizing the speaker system for any room

All information is preliminary and subject to change.

>> Eight demo songs for exploring the Cadenza’s musical capabilities
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Cadenza

>> MIDI Input and Output jacks for working with external
keyboard controllers and sound devices

>> Chorus and Reverb effects give you flexible variation over instrument sounds

